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The Evolution of vacuum energy

energy density except around the times of the phase transitions. A simple toy model for

the evolution of vacuum energy is presented in App. ??. This picture again underlines the

interpretation of the CC as a quantity determined by microscopic physics, which can vary

as the theory undergoes a series of phase transitions.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the evolution of the cosmological constant (red) and the total pressure

dominated by radiation (blue) during the exapansion of the Universe. Left: standard

evolution where the vacuum energy jumps at every phase transition (the ones pictured here

correspond to the GUT, electroweak and QCD phase transitions). Right: the evolution

assuming some form of adjustment mechanism for vacuum energy.

Whether this is indeed the basic picture of the evolution of the CC would be one

of the most important fundamental questions of physics to be verified experimentally.
2

Any such experiment would also yield verification of the microscopic origin of the CC, as

the gravitational effect of the vacuum energy of the quantum field theory. The difficulty

in verifying this picture experimentally is clear: until very recently, the CC was always

a sub-leading component of the energy density, and thus was never the main driver of

the expansion. Moreover the most recent known phase transition is that of QCD, at a

temperature TQCD
c ∼ 200 MeV. While this is a relatively low particle physics scale, most of

the phenomena relevant to experimental cosmology (nucleosynthesis, structure formation,

CMBR) are sensitive only to temperatures well below the QCD scale. Thus one would need

to consider new observables that are potentially sensitive to the details of the QCD or the

electroweak (EW) phase transitions. This is further complicated by the fact that both of

these phase transitions are thought to be quite weak: the QCD phase transition is likely a

cross-over, while the EW phase transition in the SM with a 125 GeV Higgs boson is second

order, whose imprints are weaker than those of strongly first order phase transitions would

be. For example a strongly first order PT is expected to lead to production of gravitational

waves, whose spectrum could potentially be sensitive to the evolution of the CC during

the PT. Since neither of the PT’s is expected to be first order, no significant gravitational

waves would have been produced.

2A potential alternative history (corresponding to that of an adjustment mechanism) would have a CC
that is always zero, except for some spikes during the phase transitions.
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•Series of jumps at every PT
• 
•CC after PT should be of order of
Tc of next PT
•CC much bigger in previous history
•CC is always subleading except now
•Alternative picture: for some reason 
CC always small (adjustment?)
•How should we distinguish?
•Difficult experimentally since 
QCDPT at very high cosmological T

1 Introduction: A brief history of vacuum energy

The discovery of the acceleration of the Universe [1] has led to one of the deepest puzzles of

modern day physics. While within cosmology the dark energy responsible for the acceler-

ation can simply be described by adding a new parameter, the cosmological constant (cc)

to the expansion equations, within particle physics this CC is expected to correspond to

the vacuum energy of the quantum field theory, determined by the underlying microscopic

physics. It is then difficult to explain why a simple estimate for the vacuum energy is many

orders of magnitude larger than the observed value Λ ∼ (10−3 eV)4, which is much smaller

than any other scales appearing in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics. Super-

symmetry (SUSY) is the only known mechanism to set the CC to zero, however SUSY

breaking does contribute to the vacuum energy resulting in the oft quoted 60 orders of

magnitude discrepancy, known as the CC problem. On the other hand, if there is a (yet

to be identified) adjustment mechanism for the cosmological constant,1 then why is it not

exactly zero? This has led many scientists to embrace Weinberg’s approach, who predicted

the expected magnitude of the CC from anthropic considerations: if the CC was much

larger than the critical density then structure could not have formed given the observed

size of density perturbations recorded in the the cosmic microwave background.

Looking at the cosmic history of the Universe, one can realize that the CC problem is

in fact not a single problem, but several problems. At every phase transition the Universe

undergoes (when the vacuum expectation values of fields are changing) the vacuum energy

is expected to jump by an amount proportional to the critical temperature Tc:

∆Λi ∝ T 4
c,i . (1.1)

In order for the CC to not dominate after the phase transition (and thus allow ordinary

radiation dominated expansion of the Universe in accordance with successful structure

formation), the total CC after the end of the phase transition has to be quite precisely

equal to the change in the CC generated at the next phase transition. Viewed from this

angle the CC problem is even more disturbing: every time the CC is about to dominate

the energy density a new phase transition must happen, and the amount of cancellation

of the CC during the phase transition is already anticipating the future history of the

Universe. At temperatures above the electroweak scale the CC in the SM is of order M4
W .

As the Universe cools and goes through the EW phase transition the CC gets reduced to a

size of the order of the QCD scale, which then gets reduced to its current size during the

QCD phase transition. Depending on the UV completion of the SM there may be another

GUT and/or SUSY phase transition (or something else). A sketch of the evolution of the

pressure due to radiation together with that of the CC (assuming a GUT, EW and QCD

phase transition) is shown in Fig. 1 which illustrates the main features: the CC was much

larger at earlier times, nevertheless it always remained a sub-dominant component of total

1Any such adjustment mechanism is strongly contrained by the Weinberg no-go theorem [2], for recent
discussions see [3].
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Figure 1: Sketch of the evolution of the cosmological constant (red) and the total pressure

dominated by radiation (blue) during the exapansion of the Universe. Left: standard

evolution where the vacuum energy jumps at every phase transition (the ones pictured here

correspond to the GUT, electroweak and QCD phase transitions). Right: the evolution

assuming some form of adjustment mechanism for vacuum energy.
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•Look for effects where leading 
contribution suppressed

•Propagation of primordial GW’s

•Look for systems where CC is 
sizable fraction of total energy

•Neutron stars
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Figure 4: A sketch of the damping horizons for the propagation of gravitational waves in
the early Universe. Red corresponds to radiation, black to cosmological constant and blue
to matter. The actual damping horizon is set by the smallest of these horizons. One can
see that for periods around the phase transitions the contribution of the CC will dominate.

4 Conclusions
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Appendix

A A toy model for the evolution of vacuum energy

In this appendix we present a toy model for the approximate thermal history of vacuum
energy in the early Universe. To obtain a precise history one needs to know the exact details
of the phase transitions that the Universe has undergone while cooling. The expansion
rates will depend on whether the phase transition is first order, generating bubbles that
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Figure 5: A simple sketch of the spectrum of primordial gravitational waves in the presence

of changing vacuum energy. Left: the spectrum of the amplitude Pk, the black curve

corresponds to the standard scenario with vacuum energy, while the red curve is a case

without the effect of vacuum energy (and only the changing number of degrees of freedom

is included). Right: the corresponding curve for the energy density in the gravitational

waves as a function of the frequency. The two peaks corresponding to the QCD and EW

PT are qite pronounced in this plot. The normalization of the vertical axes in both plots

is arbitrary.
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Appendix

A A toy model for the evolution of vacuum energy

In this appendix we present a toy model for the approximate thermal history of vacuum

energy in the early Universe. To obtain a precise history one needs to know the exact details

of the phase transitions that the Universe has undergone while cooling. The expansion

rates will depend on whether the phase transition is first order, generating bubbles that

eventually collide and end up filling all of space, or second order (or just a cross-over) in

which case a more gradual transition is expected. Since neither the QCD nor the EW

phase transition (in the SM with a 125 GeV Higgs) are expected to be first order, we will

for simplicity model all phase transitions as second order ones. To model the dynamics

of these second order phase transitions we will assume that they are adiabatic, reversible

processes. This does not have to be the case, and indeed first order phase transitions are

far from adiabatic; the process of bubble nucleation and collision is not reversible. Here

we will use the adiabatic approximation as a simple model to be able to find a plausible

picture of the evolution of the vacuum energy, corresponding to the assumption that even

during the phase transition one always has homogeneous isotropic thermal equilibrium.
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Experimental Tests of Vacuum Energy

where H = ȧ/a is the Hubble scale wrt to time t, and
�
means derivative wrt to τ . The

linearized Einstein equation for the tensor perturbations hij (assuming no anisotropic stress

in the perturbed Tµν) is

h
��
ij + 2Hh

�
ij −∇2

hij = 0 (3.3)

where H = a
�
/a is the Hubble parameter wrt conformal time τ . The spatial Fourier

transform reads

hij =

�

σ=+,−

�
d
3
k

(2π)3
�(σ)ij h

(σ)
k (τ)eikx (3.4)

and the evolution equation for the rescaled modes (omitting the polarization index σ)

χk ≡ ahk (3.5)

becomes

χ��
k + (k

2 − a
��

a
)χk = χ��

k +

�
k
2 − 4πG

3
a
2
T

µ
µ

�
χk = 0 . (3.6)

where in the second equality we used Eq. (3.2).

This basic evolution equation for the tensor modes is quite interesting since it shows

that during radiation domination the leading contribution to Tµν cancels out in the trace.

For truly conformal radiation Tµν = 0, since the equation of state parameter is w =
1
3 .

However, for radiation in the standard model the trace anomaly will generate a sub-leading

contribution from radiation, which has been calculated in great detail in [5]. A simplified

expression for SU(Nc) gauge theories with Nf flavors was provided in [6]:

� ≡ 1− 3w =
5

6π2

g
4

16π2

(Nc +
5
4Nf )(

11
3 Nc − 2

3Nf )

2 +
7
2
NcNf

N2
c−1

(3.7)

For example the value for QCD around the TeV scale with αs ∼ 0.1, Nc = 3, Nf = 6

corresponds to � ∼ 6·10−3
. Thus the total contribution is approximated by T

µ
µ = �ρrad+4Λ,

where Λ can be as large as the energy density of the phase transitions happening in this era

(e.g. the EW phase transition). The full power spectrum for the tensor perturbation hk is

the same as the one for χk except for the scale factor 1/a
2
and an overall normalization (to

achieve canonical normalization):

Ph = 16πG
|χk|

2

a2
(3.8)

The additional scale factor 1/a
2
is actually crucial for understanding the qualitative features

of the spectrum. Due to this suppression χ modes that do not grow with a will be strongly

suppressed. For wavelength k
2 � 4πG

3 a
2
T

µ
µ we just have a free wave equation for χ, and the

modes will be strongly suppressed. However when the T
µ
µ term dominates, we have

χ��

χ =
a��

a
and thus we do find modes growing with a. Therefore the physical picture of the spectrum

is the following. The T
µ
µ term sets an effective damping horizon for the gravitational waves

2π

D2
gw

=
4πG

3
a
2
T

µ
µ ∼ 4πG

3
a
2
(�ρrad + 4Λ+ ρmat) (3.9)
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Propagation of GW’s:

The structure of neutron stars:
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Terning `14

Assume core has different phase of QCD

Use simple two-phase model with EoS

Compare case with and w/o Λ

We model the fluid and its corresponding EoS in the following way: as the pressure

increases toward the center of the neutron star, it eventually reaches a critical value pcr
at some critical surface r = rcr where the nucleons “freeze” into a new phase with a non-

vanishing vacuum energy Λ. There are therefore two EoS’s for the two different regions:

p =p(−)(ρ) , ρ = ρ(−) , p ≥ pcr , r ≤ rcr (2.5)

p =p(+)(ρ) , ρ = ρ(+) , p < pcr , r ≥ rcr . (2.6)

The usual Israel junction conditions of continuity of the induced metric and extrinsic cur-

vature at the critical surface require ν �(r) and M(r) to be continuous across the phase

transition. These in turn imply the continuity of the pressure4 p(r). The energy density

ρ is in general discontinuous at rcr as is generically the case for phases separated by a

spacelike surface, such as the vapor-liquid phases of water.

In the inner core region r < rcr we take a polytropic fluid supplemented by a non-

vanishing vacuum energy Λ

p(−)(ρ) =pf (ρ)− Λ = K−ρ
γ−
f − Λ (2.7)

ρ(−) =ρf + Λ (2.8)

where ρf and pf = K−ρ
γ−
f represent the ordinary matter partial density and pressure that

include e.g. the effect of binding energy but not the vacuum energy. Notice that K = 1/3
and γ = 1 may be interpreted as the EoS of the bag model. In the outer core region,

r > rcr, we take another polytropic fluid described by K+ and γ+ but no vacuum energy,

Λ+ = 0

p(+)(ρ) =pf (ρ) = K+ρ
γ+
f (2.9)

ρ(+) =ρf . (2.10)

The value γ+ = 5/3 reproduces the small pressure and density limit of a perfect Fermi

fluid.

Notice that the vacuum energy can’t be too negative. Indeed, should Λ be smaller

than −pcrit, the matter partial pressure pf would become negative triggering an instability

of the fluid that would separate in more than two phases of matter. Thus one has the

condition

Λ > −pcr . (2.11)

One may expect also an upper bound on Λ by thermodynamical considerations. The

equilibrium between the phases requires dg = 0 where g is the Gibbs free energy density

g = (ρ + p)/n − Ts and n is the total number density. It may be possible that such

equilibrium condition can not be satisfied by taking Λ at arbitrarily large values. This

upper bound is difficult to be derived since dg = dp/n−sdT +µidYi and one would need to

4We are neglecting a possible localized surface tension on the layer separating the two phases, which
would allow for a small discontinuity in the pressure at the critical surface.
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• SM embedded in a CFT has new thresholds 
that Higgs mass is sensitive to

• Need to modify, or ignore, gravity if the Planck 
scale is not to break scale invariance

• Classical scale invariance not sufficient, 
symmetries of the quantum theory needed

• A UV-complete with natural Higgs mass 
seems to require an interacting UV fixed point

 Naturalness Panel 2014-11-14                                                     W. Skiba  

Scale Invariance and Higgs Naturalness



• Are the arguments for the c.c. tuning  
equivalent to those for the Higgs mass ?  
Have new physics arguments failed us in 
one case, but should hold in the other ?
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• Are the arguments for the c.c. tuning  
equivalent to those for the Higgs mass ?  
Have new physics arguments failed us in 
one case, but should hold in the other ?

• Are there “precision Higgs” observables 
that are relevant/crucial for naturalness ?

• Is                  or is                 ?                 
Is a theory with multiple order one 
parameters really natural or is 
complication a disguise of large tuning? 

210 ∼ 103210 � 103

 Naturalness Panel 2014-11-14                                                     W. Skiba  
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Supersymmetry

• Claim: we know the bastions of naturalness left in SUSY
• “Natural SUSY”; dirac gauginos; stealth/compression; RPV

• Opportunity: Natural supersymmetry with heavy higgsinos
• Overheard: “No stops in the compressed region because higgsinos have to be light.”

• Two counterexamples: Scherk-Schwarz, hidden sector anomalous dimensions.

• Opportunity: Pushing into compressed regions

• Opportunity: RPV searches
• Now lots of motivated models & UV completions [Csaki, Grossman, Heidenreich...]
• Improve reach for the hardest cases, e.g. stops decaying via UDD?

• Question: Are there any more major questions worth asking of weak 
scale supersymmetry?                                   

Nathaniel Craig, UCSB
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• Uncolored top partners, higgs couplings, invisible higgs decays...

• S3 orbifolds of SU(18)xSU(12): Orbifold Higgs [Craig, Knapen, Longhi]

• Extremely exotic top partners (SU(6)’ and SU(3)’ multiplets!)

• Z2 orbifolds of SU(2)R and SU(6): Folded SUSY [Burdman, Chacko, Goh, Harnik]

• Uncolored stops, Wγ resonances...

• Questions: Are there other unexplored means of symmetry reduction? Are 
there more types of exotic natural theories based on symmetries?

We shouldn’t give up on naturalness until we’ve 
explored natural theories systematically. 

Nathaniel Craig, UCSB

One avenue: orbifold everything in sight.
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! Searches for top partners can be highly 
improved by including single production

jet substructure, 1lepton final states 
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Figure 3: Bounds on the mass of a charge-5/3 state, decaying exclusively to Wt as a function of the single-

production coupling cR. The cR coupling is assumed to be the only relevant coupling of the resonance with

the SM quarks. The green and blue shaded regions correspond to the ATLAS and CMS bounds respectively.

The dashed gray lines show the contours with ΓX/MX = 0.2, 0.3, 0.5.

The second scenario assumes es.p. = 0.5 ep.p. in analogy with the 8 TeV ATLAS search. As a

third possibility we consider the case es.p. = ep.p. which believe to be realistically achievable by a

dedicated search. The number of expected background event, with the cuts of Ref. [28], is B � 10

for 300fb
−1

of integrated luminosity. By rescaling we easily obtain the background for different
luminosities and thus we estimate the minimal number of signal events needed for exclusion. We

take Sexc. = 3
√
B for B > 1 and Sexc. = 3 if B < 1. This of course relies on the assumption that the

background cross-section will be approximately the same also for the single production dedicated

analyses.

The results are reported in Fig. 4. We see that 20 fb
−1

of integrated luminosity could put, in the

absence of a signal, a coupling-independent limit MX > 1.2 TeV from QCD pair production. The

limit can reach 2 TeV for sizeable single production coupling strength. The figure also shows, on

the right panel, the projections for 100 fb
−1

(i.e. the final luminosity goal of Run-2), for 300 fb
−1

and 3000 fb
−1

.

2.3 A slight refinement

In most cases the Simplest Simplified Model provides an accurate description of the X5/3 phe-

nomenology, however there are corners of the parameter space of explicit models where other

effects should be taken into account. The most relevant one is the presence of a Left-Handed single

production coupling, which leads us to turn Eq. (2.1) into

L5/3 =
gw
2
cR X5/3R /WtR +

gw
2
cLX5/3L /WtL + h.c. . (2.5)

As explained above, cL is structurally suppressed with respect to cR, however it can become com-

parable or even larger than the latter in some cases. Below we show how this new parameter can

be taken into account by setting limits in the 3-dimensional parameter space (mX , cR, cL) of this
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! direct searches vs Higgs couplings

precision on Higgs couplings scales with 
luminosity, though limited by systematics

direct searches mainly driven by energy 
through PDF luminosity
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!

!

LHC 8TeV 
20fb-1

LHC 14TeV 
300fb-1

HL-LHC 14TeV 
3ab-1 100TeV 3ab-1 ILC TLEP

Higgs couplings (    ) 0.2-0.3 0.1 (0.054) 0.09 (0.02) 0.6-1.2 x 10-2 1.5 x 10-3

0.9-1.1 1.6 (2.1) 1.6 (3.5) 4.5-6.4 12.7

Direct searches 
        [TeV]

0.8-1.2 1.5-2.6 2.2-? 9.6-?

0.7-? 1.5-? 1.8-? 7.5-?

ILC:   250fb -1 @ 250GeV + 500fb -1 @ 500GeV
TLEP:  10ab -1 @ 240GeV + 2.6ab -1 @ 350GeV

T5/3

T2/3

m∗

m∗ [TeV]
(for             )

ξ

g∗=2

using: G. Salam, A. Weiler, cern.ch/collider-reach/
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- Field driven by the hierarchy problem for too long

- Need to consider alternatives: A-gravity? 
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- Where do you think new progress will come from?

PHYSICS 2045

- Are global symmetries natural?

#1 If not naturalness what should be our guide?
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